FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Road to Guangdong | Free Official Soundtrack Sample
Banbury, Oxfordshire – 23rd May 2019
Road to Guangdong, the upcoming story-based driving and repairing simulation game set to release on 6 June,
features a thematic and thoughtful soundtrack. Composer Chris Randle (LA Cops, Volume) has crafted a score
that encompasses both lead characters Sunny and Guu Ma, as well as their sprawling road trip across China.
With all music in-game playing via the car radio, the authentic soundtrack represents both Sunny and Guu
Ma’s taste in music, and hints at their clashing personalities. As of today, two tracks from Road to Guangdong’s
original score are available to download completely free. Click here to download the tracks.
PC preview codes are now available, so make sure to request your code now. To request a press copy of Road
to Guangdong, please email us directly at jamesc@excalibur-games.com or request a code via Keymailer.

About Road to Guangdong
Join Sunny and Guu Ma on the journey of a life time, as they travel across China in their aging but beloved
family car. Can they maintain their beloved car and overcome their personal history to save the family
restaurant?
Drive across China in the beloved but weathered family car, ‘Sandy’. Take care of your tyres, fuel consumption
and engine condition as you navigate the beautiful province of Guangdong. An epic journey in such an old car
isn’t going to be easy – be prepared to take a look under the hood. Add oil, manage petrol, maintain the engine
and build a stock of useful parts to avoid calling out the mechanic.
Play as Sunny, a 23-year-old art graduate, as she joins 68-year-old aunt Guu Ma on a road trip to rekindle her
family restaurant. Unexpectedly inheriting her family’s restaurant, Sunny is tasked with reigniting relationships,
and establishing her place in the family, on her quest to secure and recreate secret recipes.
Navigate narrative puzzles and moral choices as you select dialogue and shape Sunny’s character. Sunny and
Guu Ma’s relationship will be tested and evolve throughout a road trip that will change both of their lives.
The game is filled with visual charm and personality, combining bold colours with a low poly art style. The
visuals are underscored by a score that evokes the ‘90s setting, and explores the tensions that exist between
tradition and modernisation – themes which are at the heart of Sunny and Guu Ma’s story.

All Links
Road to Guangdong Free Soundtrack Sample:
http://217.174.240.146/Road_To_Guangdong_Free_OST_Sample.zip
Road to Guangdong Gameplay Trailer: https://youtu.be/uQiCLUcvp_0
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Road to Guangdong on Steam: https://store.steampowered.com/app/995840
Road to Guangdong Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/roadtoguangdong/
Road to Guangdong Twitter: https://twitter.com/RoadToGuangdong
Road to Guangdong Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/roadtoguangdong/?hl=en
Road to Guangdong Discord: https://discord.gg/wj3mP2A
Road to Guangdong Website: www.roadtoguangdong.com
Road to Guangdong Press Assets: http://www.contact-sales.co.uk/press/projects/road_to_guangdong/
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About the Developer
Just Add Oil Games unites the visionary artistic flair of Team Lumo, the game design and technical prowess of
Darbotron, the musical talent of Chris Randle and the insightful storytelling of Yen Ooi. Together they are
creating soulful road trip experiences that explore diverse social and cultural landscapes.

About Excalibur Games
Excalibur Games is the publishing arm of parent company Contact Sales Ltd, which was founded in 1997.
Excalibur Games has moved forward to release its own original products, in addition to widely recognised
licensed titles.
Successful releases Jalopy, Tracks, Shoppe Keep 2 and Flashing Lights have propelled Excalibur’s digital
portfolio forward.
Excalibur has worldwide MicrosoftTM Xbox One, SonyTM Playstation 4 and NintendoTM Switch publisher status.
Excalibur will also continue to license high-end simulation franchises such as Euro Truck Simulator and
American Truck Simulator, from highly acclaimed developer SCS Software.
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